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ADD 01

Addendum No. 01
PROJECT:

Piedmont Middle School Fire Alarm Upgrade
955 Piedmont Rd,
San Jose, CA 95132
Berryessa Union School District

SFA PROJECT NO:

21069

Date: 04/01/2022

1.

This Addendum shall supersede all previously issued Contract Documents wherein it modifies
same. All other conditions of the Contract remain unchanged. The following changes, additions,
or deletions as set forth herein shall apply to the Contract Documents and shall be made a part
thereof and shall be subject to all the requirements thereof as though originally shown and/or
specified.

2.

Bidders shall acknowledge receipt of this Addendum on Bid Form.

3.

SPECIFICATION REVISIONS
None

4.

DRAWING REVISIONS
None

5.

CLARIFICATIONS
C1: RFI How are we dealing with the bird proofing wire under the eaves that maintenance
installed to keep the birds out?
A1: All bird netting is to be replaced in kind in location as needed.
C2: RFI Can we get a detail on the 24 x 24 access panel framing?
A2: Access panels are to be provided as needed. The GC shall assume that each opening is
to be boxes out with 2x4 framing with A35 on each end.
C3: RFI is the configuration of the smoke detectors diagrammatic, as long as it meets the
code requirements? A3.1 shows light fixtures at SD locations so it would be OK for us to
move the SD head and the wire mold to go north and south in lieu or east and west?
A3: Yes, it is acceptable to move SD locations within space / locations where meets code
and NDPA 72 requirements.
C4: RFI The underground conduits are Shown on E1.1. Where is the continuation
description of the above ground piping shown?
A4: Above ground piping / at building walls / canopies, ceiling shall be supported by
unistrut supports, per NEC reequipments for support spacing.
C5: RFI E4.1 note 11 tells us to run an 1.5” conduit on the eves for intrusion. Note 1 tells us
to run a 2” conduit on the eves for intrusion. Is there going to be that many intrusion lines
at that point?
A5: 2” conduit is routed throughout. 1.5” conduit on note #11 represents the 1.5” coming
back from Building D to Building C only.
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C6: RFI do you want all the new conduits and boxes on the outside painted to match the
building?
A6: Yes, per notes on plan, all exposed boxes / conduits shall be painted / finishes to match
building.
6.

ATTACHMENTS

Specifications:
None
Drawings:
None
Clarifications:
None

END OF ADDENDUM 1
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